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ABSTRACT

C

ord blood transplantation (CBT) can cure life-threatening blood
disorders. The HLA-B leader affects the success of unrelated
donor transplantation but its role in CBT is unknown. We tested
the hypothesis that the HLA-B leader influences CBT outcomes in unrelated single-unit cord blood transplants performed by
Eurocord/European Blood and Marrow Transplant (EBMT) centers
between 1990 and 2018 with data reported to Eurocord. Among 4,822
transplants, 2,178 had one HLA-B mismatch of which 1,013 were HLAA and HLA-A and -DRB1 matched. The leader (methionine [M] or threonine [T]) was determined for each HLA-B allele in patients and units to
define the genotype. Among single HLA-B-mismatched transplants, the
patient/unit mismatched alleles were defined as leader-matched if they
encoded the same leader, or leader-mismatched if they encoded different
leaders; the leader encoded by the matched (shared) allele was determined. The risks of graft-versus-host disease, relapse, non-relapse mortality and overall mortality were estimated for various leader-defined
groups using multi-variable regression models. Among the 1,013 HLA-A
and -DRB1-matched transplants with one HLA-B mismatch, increasing
numbers of cord blood unit M-leader alleles was associated with
increased risk of relapse (hazard ratio [HR] for each increase in one Mleader allele 1.30, 95% Confidence Interval [CI]: 1.05-1.60, P=0.02).
Furthermore, leader mismatching together with an M-leader of the
shared HLA-B allele lowered non-relapse mortality (HR 0.44, 95% CI:
0.23-0.81; P=0.009) relative to leader matching and a shared T-leader
allele. The HLA-B leader may inform relapse and non-relapse mortality
risk after CBT. Future patients might benefit from the appropriate selection of units that consider the leader.

Introduction
Cord blood transplantation (CBT) offers curative therapy for life-threatening
blood disorders. Its distinct advantages are 2-fold. Similar to haploidentical donor
transplantation, the less stringent level of histocompatibility required between the
patient and the cord blood unit is an asset for patients of diverse ancestry who lack
HLA-matched peripheral blood stem cell and marrow donors.1-11 Compared to
other sources of allogeneic stem cells, a unique benefit of cord blood transplantation is the avoidance of risks to the donor. The lower risk of severe acute and
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chronic graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) in cord blood
transplantation compared to other allograft sources is
related to the limited numbers of mature donor T cells in
naïve cord blood grafts.6 Despite lower rates of GvHD,
disease recurrence after cord blood transplantation is not
Table 1. Demographics of the study population. The effect of the HLAB leader in clinical outcome was assessed among the base population
of 4,822 single cord blood unit transplants, the subset of 2,178 transplants with one HLA-B mismatch, and the subset of 1,013 HLA-A and
-DRB1-matched transplants with one HLA-B mismatch.

Characteristics

Single cord blood unit transplants
Base population One
HLA-A and
n = 4,822
HLA-B
DRB1mismatch matched
n = 2,178 with one
HLA-B mismatch
n = 1,013

Patient age, average yrs
17.1
(range)
(0.1-70.7)
Patient sex, n (%)
Female
2,152 (45%)
Male
2,649 (55%)
Missing or N/A
21 (0%)
Disease type, n (%)
Malignant
3,577 (74%)
Non-malignant
1,245 (26%)
Disease status at transplantation *, n (%)
low
1,189 (25%)
intermediate
1,308 (27%)
high
735 (15%)
Missing or N/A
1,590 (33%)
Patient CMV serology, n (%)
negative
1,900 (39%)
positive
2,599 (54%)
Missing or N/A
323 (6%)
HLA Matching, n (%)
6/6
934 (19%)
5/6
2,233 (46%)
4/6
1,536 (32%)
Other
119 (2%)
Year of transplantation, n (%)
≤2005
1269 (26%)
>2005
3,553 (74%)
Transplant type, n (%)
MAC
3,558 (74%)
RIC
1,088 (23%)
Missing or N/A
176 (4%)
Total body irradiation, n (%)
no
2,988 (62%)
yes
1,531 (32%)
Missing or N/A
303 (6%)
Use of ATG, n (%)
no
1,454 (30%)
yes
3,368 (70%)
Total nucleated cells infused,
5.51
median (range)
(0.20-94.9)

21.3
(0.1-70.7)

14.5
(0.1-69.0)

986 (45%) 461 (46%)
1,189 (55%) 551 (54%)
3 (0%)
1 (0%)
1,769 (81%) 766 (76%)
409 (19%) 247 (24%)
606
600
404
568

(28%)
(28%)
(19%)
(26%)

258
280
165
310

(25%)
(28%)
(16%)
(31%)

784 (36%) 381 (38%)
1,258 (58%) 567 (56%)
136 (6%)
65 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1,013 (47%) 1,013 (100%)
1,110 (51%)
0 (0%)
55 (3%)
0 (0%)
595 (27%) 302 (30%)
1,583 (73%) 711 (70%)
1,578 (72%) 760 (75%)
537 (25%) 222 (22%)
63 (3%)
31 (3%)
1,230 (56%) 599 (59%)
812 (37%) 378 (37%)
136 (6%)
36 (4%)
645 (30%) 288 (28%)
1,533 (70%) 725 (72%)
4.91
6.24
(0.37-81.4) (0.38-81.4)

*Disease status at transplantation: low risk (non-Hodgkin lymphoma [NHL] or Hodgkin
disease [HD] in complete remission [CR] 1; acute leukemia in CR1; chronic myeloid
leukemia [CML] in chronic phase; myelodysplastic syndrome [MDS]-refractory anemia
[RA] with or without ring sideroblasts [RS]; refractory anemia with excess blasts [RAEB]1); intermediate risk (NHL or HD in ≥CR2; acute leukemia in ≥CR2; CML in accelerated
phase; MDS-RAEB-2; RCMD; RCMD-RS; MDS associated with isolated del [5q], or unclassifiable MDS); high risk (NHL or HD untreated, refractory, partial remission or relapse; acute
leukemia untreated, refractory or relapse; CML in blastic crisis; MDS transformed in acute
leukemia; plasma cell disorders; chronic lymphocytic leukemia/lymphoma; secondary
leukemia). N/A: not available.
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necessarily higher than that observed with other allograft
sources.12 The precise immunological pathways that lead
to these clinical outcomes remain to be elucidated; however, the innate immune system is an attractive mechanism because natural killer (NK) cells are the earliest population of cells to reconstitute after cord blood transplantation.13-16 Beneficial NK-associated responses have been
demonstrated in transplantation and the extent to which
they can be leveraged to lower posttransplant disease
recurrence remains an important area of clinical investigation.8-10,17,18
A basic premise of transplantation is HLA compatibility
between the graft and the patient. Recent evidence in
unrelated donor transplantation implicates the HLA-B
leader in graft-versus-host responses and demonstrates the
importance of HLA that goes beyond the classic model
based on matching under the framework of antigen presentation.19,20 As a peptide presented by classical class
I molecules, the leader provides an antigenic stimulus to
T cells. As a peptide that facilitates the cell-surface expression of HLA-E, it also influences NK allorecognition. The
HLA-B leader is distinguished from the leaders of other
classical class I genes due to a dimorphism that leads to
peptides with methionine (M) or threonine (T) at the second position of the leader peptide.21 Leader-associated differential expression of HLA-E influences inhibitory
NKG2A- and to a lesser extent activating NKG2C-mediated responses.22 In HIV-AIDs, the dimorphic HLA-B leader
influences progression of the disease depending on the
strength of HLA-E/NKG2 responses.23,24
Cord blood transplants are a unique population of pairs
who may be mismatched concurrently at multiple HLA
genetic loci and differ from unrelated donor transplants in
whom the total number of HLA disparities must be limited to prevent life-threatening complications.19 The contribution of an HLA mismatch to clinical outcomes after
cord blood and unrelated donor transplantation may
depend on the specific gene(s) that is mismatched and on
additive effects of multi-locus mismatching across the
HLA region.19,25-27 Furthermore, the effect of the HLA-B
leader on specific outcomes may depend on the mismatched HLA locus.19,20 The current study was designed
to address an unmet need in cord blood transplantation for
a better understanding of the clinical significance of the
HLA barrier. We tested the hypothesis that the HLA-B
leader informs outcome in a large, well-characterized
cohort of single-unit cord blood transplants, beginning
with an evaluation of all transplants and subsequently of
transplants defined by matching at HLA-A, -B and -DRB1,
the classic determinants of cord blood transplant outcomes. This hierarchy permitted the evaluation of the
effect of the leader while minimizing contributions from
other mismatched loci. The results may have important
implications for future patients and advance understanding of the immunobiology of relapse.

Methods
Study population and design
The study population included 4,822 patients who received a
single-unit unrelated cord blood transplant in an
Eurocord/European Blood and Marrow Transplant (EBMT) center for the treatment of a blood disorder between 1990 and 2018
(Table 1; Online Supplementary Table S1). Data were collected by
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Figure 1. The clinical significance of the HLA-B leader was evaluated in cord blood transplantation according to HLA matching, leader
genotype, and leader-matching. The study population consisted of
4,822 single-unit unrelated cord blood transplantations. The clinical
significance of the HLA-B leader in outcome was analyzed in the
entire population, among transplants with one HLA-B mismatch
(regardless of HLA mismatching elsewhere), and in HLA-A and
DRB1-matched transplants with one HLA-B mismatch. The impact of
the HLA-B leader was analyzed according to the cord blood unit’s
leader genotype (left pie), the leader match status (middle pie), and
the leader match status together with the leader of the shared antigen (right pie).

Eurocord through the EBMT/Promise database following
national and Joint Accreditation Committee International
Society for Cellular Therapy - Europe & EBMT (JACIE) guidelines, and shared according to agreements between Eurocord
and the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.
We previously observed a strong effect of the HLA-B leader in
single-locus HLA-B-mismatched unrelated transplants who
were matched at HLA-A, -C, -DRB1 and -DQB1, an effect that
neither depends on HLA-C KIR ligands nor on the level of typing
for HLA-A, -C, -DRB1 or -DQB1 allele and antigen mismatches.19 Since cord blood units are selected on the basis of HLA-A, B, -DRB1 and most transplants in the current study lack highresolution typing including HLA-C, models did not adjust for
these factors. We tested the hypothesis that the HLA-B leader
dimorphism informs clinical outcome by examining three
groups defined by their match status at HLA-A, -B and -DRB1:
i) the entire study population of 4,822 patients (Online
Supplementary Table S2); ii) a subset of 2,178 transplants with one
allele or antigen HLA-B mismatch regardless of mismatching
elsewhere to examine whether the leader provides information
on well-tolerated HLA-B mismatches (Online Supplementary
Table S3), and iii) a subset of 1,013 HLA-A and -DRB1-matched
transplants with one allele or antigen HLA-B mismatch which
permitted the potential effects of the leader to be examined
without disparity from HLA-A and -DRB1 (Online Supplementary
Table S4; Figure 1).

Study oversight
Protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Boards
of Eurocord and the National Institutes of Health Office for
Human Research Protections. The funding agencies had no role
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in the study design, data collection and analysis, the decision to
submit the manuscript for publication, or the preparation of the
manuscript.

HLA typing
Classical HLA alleles were genotyped in the study cohort
according to standard criteria and individual transplant center
guidelines.25-27 The rs1050458 single nucleotide polymorphism in
exon one is defined for World Health Organization-recognized
HLA-B alleles and antigens.28 The one-to-one relationship
between the leader dimorphism and HLA-B allele and antigen and
has been previously confirmed, permitting the assignment of
methionine (M) (rs1050458T) or threonine (T) (rs1050458C) leader
to each patient and cord blood unit based on typing performed at
the time of transplantation (Figure 2).19 The leader genotype (TT,
MT or MM) was determined for each patient and each cord blood
unit. When the patient and cord blood unit are HLA-B-matched,
they have, by definition, the same leader genotype. Transplants
mismatched for one HLA-B allele were defined as leader-matched
when the patient’s and unit’s mismatched alleles were both M or
both T leader. Single HLA-B mismatches were defined as leadermismatched when the patient’s and unit’s mismatched alleles had
different leaders (M leader in the patient’s mismatched allele with
T leader in the unit’s mismatched allele, or vice versa). Among single HLA-B-mismatched transplants, the leader of the matched
(shared) allele between the patient and unit was determined (M or
T). For single HLA-B-mismatched transplants, leader match status
was combined with the leader of the shared matched allele to
define four mutually exclusive groups: leader-matched/share T;
leader-matched/share M; leader-mismatched/share T, and leadermismatched/share M (Figure 2).
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Table 2 Leader match status and clinical Outcome in 1,013 single HLA-B-mismatched cord blood transplantations (matched at HLA-A and
-DRB1). A total of 814 patients are evaluable for relapse and non-relapse mortality.

Clinical Endpoint
Grades II-IV acute GvHD

Relapse

Mortality

Non-relapse mortality

Group*

Odds Ratio or Hazard Ratio

95% Confidence Interval

P

Leader-matched
(220/604=36%)
Leader mismatched
(138/384=36%)
Leader-matched
(132/498=27%)
Leader-mismatched
(92/316=29%)
Leader-matched
(332/620=54%)
Leader-mismatched
(182/393=46%)
Leader-matched
(168/498=34%)
Leader-mismatched
(79/316=25%)

1

-

-

0.98

0.75-1.29

0.89

1

-

-

1.02

0.77-1.35

0.87

1

-

-

0.85

0.71-1.02

0.08

1

-

-a

0.72

0.55-0.94

0.02

*The numbers refer to the number of patients who developed the clinical endpoint out of the total number of evaluable patients (for whom data for the clinical endpoint was
available). GvHD: graft-versus-host disease.

Statistical analysis
We examined the association of the HLA-B leader genotype and
leader matching with grades II-IV acute GvHD, relapse, death not
preceded by relapse, disease-free survival and overall mortality.
Logistic regression was used to assess associations with acute
GvHD. For all other endpoints, Cox regression models were fit to
compare the hazards or cause-specific hazards of failure, as appropriate, between HLA-B leader groups, and patients who did not
fail by last contact or who failed from a competing risk were censored at last contact or at the time of the competing risk (as appropriate). Relapse was studied for patients with malignant disorders.
Regression models were adjusted for patient age, year of transplantation, disease risk at transplantation (low, intermediate, high,
non-malignant), total nucleated cell dose, use of anti-thymocyte
globulin, intensity of the conditioning regimen (reduced-intensity
versus ablative), use of total body irradiation, patient
cytomegalovirus serologic status, and number of mismatches at
HLA-A and -DRB1. Various interactions, as detailed in the Results,
were examined by including appropriate factors in these regression models. Covariates with missing data were included in models by creating an additional category to reflect the missing value
of the appropriate covariate. If outcome data were missing for a
particular patient, such a patient was excluded from the appropriate regression analysis. Two-sided P-values from Cox regression
models were obtained from the Wald test. Several comparisons
were made, all focused on refinements of the concept of leader
matching versus leader mismatching. No adjustments were made
to the P-values associated with the fitted regression models,
although the impact of multiple comparisons is reduced because
the examined endpoints are correlated with one another. For individual models with more than two categories, global tests of significance were also conducted.

population, 81% were leader-matched and 19% were leader-mismatched. The distribution among transplants with one HLA-B
mismatch was 1,027 (47%) leader-matched/share T, 311 (14%)
leader-matched/share M, 640 (29%) leader-mismatched/share T,
and 200 (9%) leader-mismatched/share M.

Leader genotype and clinical outcome
We tested the hypothesis that the HLA-B leader genotype of the
patient and/or the unit may influence the clinical outcome by
examining the impact of the patient’s leader genotype separately
from the cord blood unit’s leader genotype among the entire population of 4,822 transplants. Although the leader genotype of the
patient did not exhibit obvious correlation with clinical outcome
(Online Supplementary Tables S2, S3 and S4), the cord blood unit’s
leader genotype was associated with the risk of relapse among the
1,013 HLA-A and -DRB1-matched transplants with one HLA-B
allele mismatch (Online Supplementary Table S4). In this subgroup,
transplantation from MT cord blood units had an estimated hazard
ratio (HR) of 1.29 (95% Confidence Interval [CI]: 0.96-1.73) relative
to TT cord blood units and MM had an estimated HR of 1.69 (95%
CI: 1.03-2.75) for relapse relative to TT. The probability of observing these or more extreme differences under the null hypothesis
that the risks of relapse are identical across the three leader genotype groups is 0.06. In addition, if one models the number of M
leaders as a continuous linear variable ranging from 0 to 2 (addressing the possible existence of an increase in risk with increasing
number of M leader alleles), the probability of a difference in
relapse risk that is as extreme or more extreme than what was
observed is 0.02 (HR 1.30 for each increase of one M leader allele,
95% CI: 1.05-1.60). Interestingly, transplantation of MT and MM
units did not show a clear impact on GvHD risk but MM units may
be associated with a lower risk of non-relapse mortality (HR 0.46,
95% CI: 0.23-0.95; Online Supplementary Table S4), although the
global test of significance of the unit leader yielded P=0.11.

Results
Leader matching and clinical outcome
HLA-B leader genotype and leader matching
The frequency of leader genotypes among patients (293 [6%]
MM; ,1724 [36%] MT; 2,805 [58%] TT) were similar to the frequencies among the cord blood units (295 [6%] MM; 1828 [38%]
MT; 2699 [56%] TT) and HLA-matched and HLA-mismatched
unrelated donor transplants (Figure 1).19,20 Among the entire study
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The dimorphism of the HLA-B leader defines two lineages of
HLA-B alleles.19 In HLA-B-mismatched transplantation, the
patient’s and cord blood unit’s mismatched alleles may be from the
same (leader-matched) or different (leader-mismatched) lineage.
The impact of leader matching was examined in the 1,013 HLA-A
and -DRB1-matched transplants with a single HLA-B mismatch.
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Table 3. Impact of leader match status and leader of the shared allotype on clinical outcome in 1,013 single HLA-B-mismatched cord blood transplantations (matched at HLA-A and -DRB1). A total of 814 patients are evaluable for relapse and non-relapse mortality.

Clinical Endpoint
Grades II-IV acute GvHD

Relapse

Mortality

Non-relapse mortality

Leader Match Status/
Leader of Shared Antigen*

Odds Ratio or Hazard Ratio

95% Confidence Interval

P
(Global P)

Leader-matched/T
(169/464=36%)
Leader-matched/M
(51/140=36%)
Leader-mismatched/T
(100/299=33%)
Leader-mismatched/M
(38/85=45%)
Leader-matched/T
(98/386=25%)
Leader-matched/M
(34/112=30%)
Leader-mismatched/T
(70/248=28%)
Leader-mismatched/M
(22/68=32%)
Leader-matched/T
(248/479=52%)
Leader-matched/M
(84/141=60%)
Leader-mismatched/T
(146/306=48%)
Leader-mismatched/M
(36/87=41%)
Leader-matched /T
(127/386=33%)
Leader-matched/M
(41/112=37%)
Leader-mismatched/T
(68/248=27%)
Leader-mismatched/M
(11/68=16%)

1

-

(global P 0.37)

1.05

0.70-1.57

0.83

0.90

0.66-1.23

0.49

1.42

0.87-2.29

0.16

1

-

(global P 0.94)

1.14

0.76-1.74

0.54

1.03

0.75-1.43

0.84

1.08

0.66-1.77

0.77

1

-

(global P 0.10)

1.15

0.90-1.48

0.26

0.94

0.76-1.15

0.52

0.71

0.50-1.01

0.06

1

-

(global P 0.02)

1.18

0.82-1.69

0.37

0.84

0.62-1.13

0.25

0.44

0.23-0.81

0.009

*The numbers refer to the number of patients who developed the clinical endpoint out of the total number of evaluable patients (for whom data for the clinical endpoint was
available). GvHD: graft-versus-host disease.

Relative to leader-matched transplants, leader-mismatched transplants had lower non-relapse mortality (HR 0.72, 95% CI: 0.550.94; P=0.02) (Table 2); overall mortality was lower but not statistically significantly so.
When the leader of the shared HLA-B allele is considered alongside the leader match status, there was a statistically significant difference in the risk of non-relapse mortality across the resultant four
groups (Table 3, global P=0.02). This result was largely driven by
transplantation from leader-mismatched units that share an
M leader allele with the patient compared to transplantation from
leader-matched units that share a T leader allele (Table 3; HR 0.44,
95% CI: 0.23-0.81; P=0.009). Not surprisingly, the comparison of
overall mortality for these same groups showed a difference in the
same direction as that for non-relapse mortality; however, the
magnitude of the difference was smaller and was not statistically
significant) (Table 3). Other pairwise comparisons of non-relapse
mortality that may be of particular interest include leader-mismatched units that share a T leader allele with the patient compared to transplantation from leader-mismatched units that share
an M leader allele (HR 1.92, 95% CI: 1.01-3.65; P=0.05) and leadermatched units that share an M leader allele with the patient compared to transplantation from leader-mismatched units that share
an M leader allele (HR 2.70, 95% CI: 1.38-5.29; P=0.004).
In summary, the HLA-B leader genotype of the cord blood unit
may inform outcome after transplantation from HLA-B-mismatched units. Among patients transplanted from HLA-A and
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DRB1-matched units with one HLA-B mismatch, leader mismatching and presence of a matched M-leader allele may be associated with lower non-relapse mortality. Units with MT and MM
leader genotypes may be associated with a higher risk of relapse;
however, the higher relapse risk conferred by the genotype
together with lower non-relapse mortality associated with leader
mismatching appeared to have no demonstrable impact on overall
survival.

Discussion
An unmet need of CBT is a better understanding of the
factors that influence outcome. The current study was
designed to test a series of novel hypotheses regarding the
significance of the dimorphic HLA-B leader in CBT.
Interest in the HLA-B leader is founded on its pivotal role
in both adaptive and innate immune pathways. A role for
the HLA-B leader in HLA-B-mismatched unrelated donor
transplantation in GvHD provides an approach for understanding the immunogenicity of M and T leader alleles in
a way that may bridge T- with NK-cell biology.
The effects of HLA mismatching are well-tolerated in
CBT, permitting a higher overall degree of disparity
between the patient and cord blood unit. The majority of
CBT are mismatched at HLA-B. With over 7,000 known
3111
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A

B

Figure 2. The dimorphic HLA-B leader is assigned to patients and cord blood units based on its one-to-one association with the HLA-B allele. (A) Each HLA-B allele
is defined by its leader peptide. (B) Among patients and cord blood units with one HLA-B mismatch, the leader of the patient’s and unit’s mismatched alleles, and
the leader of the matched shared allele is determined. Four groups are defined by the match status of the leader (leader-matched; leader-mismatched) and by the
leader of the shared allele (methionine [M] or threonine [T]).
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HLA-B alleles,28 the sheer number of polymorphisms presents a challenge in understanding the immunogenetic
basis of transplant outcome. We surmised that if HLA-B
alleles are described by two lineages, one family that
encodes M-leaders and one that encodes T leaders, that
this dichotomy may aid the identification of HLA-B mismatches that influence GvHD and relapse. In CBT, HLAC and high-resolution matching influence clinical outcome.25-27 A limitation of the current analysis is the lack of
HLA-C and high-resolution typing and although the basic
principle that the leader informs cord blood transplant
outcomes can be readily tested, the results of the current
study require validation in an independent cohort.
We identified two potential associations between the
HLA-B leader and cord blood outcomes among HLA-A,
-DRB1-matched transplants with one HLA-B mismatch.
First, as the number of M-leader(s) in the cord blood unit
increased, the risk of relapse increased. Secondly, nonrelapse mortality was lower when the mismatched alleles
were from different lineages and when the matched allele
encoded an M leader than when the alleles were from the
same lineage and the matched allele contributed a T leader
even after adjustment for various factors including the use
of ATG. Interestingly, HLA-B leader genotype and matching
did not definitively correlate with GvHD risk, and in this
way, the impact of the leader on outcome differs between
cord blood and unrelated donor transplantation.19,20 The
associations of the HLA-B leader to outcome were observed
among HLA-A and -DRB1-matched transplants with one
HLA-B mismatch, and future validation of these findings in
large independent populations is warranted.
The current study was not designed to identify the putative mechanisms of leader-associated effects on relapse and
mortality and there many be several potential reasons for
the different associations observed in CBT and unrelated
donor transplantation. Unrelated transplantation and CBT
procedures differ with respect to GvHD prophylaxis regimens as well as graft characteristics. GvHD has been
reported to be lower in children who have received a cord
blood or HLA-identical sibling bone marrow transplant.6
Similarly, the incidence of relapse and grades III-IV acute
GvHD were lower in cord blood compared to matched or
mismatched unrelated donor transplantation for
leukemia.12 Compared to unrelated grafts, immature cord
blood cells might be less likely activated during the alloreaction following transplant while NK-cell activation
appears early after cord blood transplantation mitigating
the risk of relapse.29 Possible mechanisms for higher relapse
with lower non-relapse mortality among M-leader transplants could be related to the role of M-leader associated
HLA ligands in both T-cell and NK-cell alloreactivity. M
leaders influence inhibitory NK alloresponses.30,31 The exon
1-encoded leader is physicially linked to exons 2 and 3 that
define the peptide-binding region of HLA-B molecules, and
the peptide-binding region of M leader linked allotypes
have striking differences when compared to
T leader linked allotypes. Non-relapse mortality might
include infectious causes of death for which both NK and T
cells may play critical roles. NK surveillance in de novo and
reactivation of viral infections after cord blood transplantation may shape relapse through the enhancement of NK
maturation.32-36 We hypothesize that inhibitory NK
responses involved in M leader associated relapse might
occur concurrently with T-cell recognition of viral or bacterial peptide/HLA-B complexes. These mechanisms could
haematologica | 2021; 106(12)

manifest as higher relapse with lower non-relapse mortality. Together with previous studies that have implicated NK
KIR and HLA ligand interactions in relapse,8,18 the observations from the current study provide additional evidence for
a potential role of the innate immune system in CBT outcomes. Future studies in double CBT may provide new
information on key maternal-fetal interactions underpinning immune reactivity as a potential mechanism for the
lower GvHD and relapse rates observed in CBT compared
to adult hematopoietic stem cells.
Although recent data suggest that more comprehensive
HLA matching between the patient and the cord blood
unit is associated with improved outcomes,25,26,37 a major
advantage of cord blood transplantation is the less stringent requirement for matching than is needed in unrelated
donor transplantation. In this way, both cord blood transplantation and haploidentical transplantation significantly
advance the availability of these curative modalities. The
inherently low GvHD rates coupled with the ability to
lower relapse through the judicious selection of cord
blood units based on the HLA-B leader, enhances the curative potential of CBT and provides rationale to explore
the leader in haploidentical transplantation.
The general clinical applicability of our findings to
enhance CBT is facilitated by the one-to-one correlation
of the leader to each serologically-defined HLA-B determinant, a feature that significantly simplifies the selection
of mismatched units when matched units are not available, as the assignment of the leader requires only serologic-level definition of HLA-B. The observations from
the current analysis suggest that when an MM or MT
patient has multiple HLA-A, -DRB1-matched cord blood
units, selection of leader-mismatched units with a shared
M leader allele may help to lower non-relapse mortality.
The HLA-B leader might also have implications for NK
immunotherapy.38-40 The frequencies of TT, MT and MM
in cord blood units and patients in the current study,
together with those observed in unrelated donor transplants and over 2 million US volunteer donors, suggest
that patients will have choices.
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